
W hen the trials of our 
personal winter give 
way to the light of 

spring, we can move to cul-
tivating virtues, much as the 
sprouting plant soon produces 
flowers.

Spring has both a mysteri-
ously intriguing natural com-
ponent o!ering a feast for our 
senses while also containing a 
deeply spiritual dimension. The 
profound importance of this 
season for humanity is clear, 
as from time immemorial all 
cultures have revered spring 
with celebrations and rituals to 
honor the return of the light and 
the rejuvenation of life on earth. 

Spring 
Joy Re-Birthed within Nature and Humankind

T O M  A LT G E LT  A N D  K A R E N  F O L E Y

ǖ�THANK�9OǦ�'OD�FOǠ�MOǣǤ�THIǢ�AMǋZING 
DAǩ��FOǠ�THǏ�LEAǟING�GǠEENLǩ�SPIRITǢ�OF�TǠEEǢ 

ANǒ�Ǌ�BLUǏ�TRUǏ�DǠEAǛ�OF�SKY��ANǒ�FOǠ�ǑǨERYTHING 
WHICǔ�IǢ�NATUǠAǙ�WHICǔ�IǢ�INƥNITǏ�WHICǔ�IǢ�YEǢ 
�ǖ�WHO�HAǨǏ�DIEǒ�AǛ�ALIǨǏ�AGAIǝ�TODAǩ� 

ANǒ�THIǢ�IǢ�THǏ�SUǞŗǡ�BIRTHǒAǩ��THIǢ�IǢ�THǏ�BIRTǔ 
DAǩ�OF�LIFǏ�ANǒ�OF�LOǨǏ�ANǒ�WINGS��ANǒ�OF�THǏ�GAǩ 

GǠEAǤ�HAǟPENING�ILǚIMITAǌLǩ�ǑARTǕ	 
HOW�SHOULǒ�TAǢTING�TOUCHING�HEARING�SEEING 
BǠEATHING�ANǩŕLIǫEǒ�FǠOǛ�THǏ�NO 
OF�ALǙ�NOTHINGŕHUMAǝ�MEǠELǩ�BEING 

DOUǌǤ�UNIMAGINAǌLǏ�9Oǧ� 
��NOW�THǏ�ǑAǠǡ�OF�Mǩ�ǑAǠǡ�AWAKǏ�ANǒ 
NOW�THǏ�ǑǩEǢ�OF�Mǩ�ǑǩEǢ�AǠǏ�OPENEǒ	 
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This critical seasonal point is heralded universally 
as most sacred, joyful and hopeful. 

Some spring festivals have moveable calendar 
dates that vary according to the cycle of the full 
moon, such as Easter, the Chinese New Year and 
Passover, which are often termed the “Spring 
Holiday.” Other cultures, including the Persians 
and the Hindus, celebrate spring festivals on the 
day of the spring equinox. The early Egyptians 
even marked the crucial importance of spring by 
orienting the Great Sphinx to point directly toward 
the rising sun on the spring equinox. And a large 
number of our national holidays are celebrated 
during spring, such as Earth Day, May Day, Cinco 
de Mayo, Arbor Day, and Valentine’s Day, to name 
a few.

With the return of the sun in spring, the hon-
eybees swarm out of older colonies to start new 
ones. And it is no coincidence that the Christian 
image of the crucifixion of Christ, followed by the 
resurrection, is a spring event. This evokes the 
paradox that out of the solemn depths of wintery 
darkness a rebirthed joyful arising in the light 
occurs. 

Deeply rooted in these spring celebrations is 
the promise of life triumphing over death. In earlier 
times most people didn’t even know if they would 
survive winter; it was truly a time of facing death. 
Spring is the season when both nature and we 
ourselves transition out of the barren winter pas-
sage of loss and scarcity into a budding burst of 
colorful exuberance and expansion. 

Spring arose on the garden fair, 
Like the Spirit of Love felt everywhere; 
And each flower and herb on Earth’s  
 dark breast 
rose from the dreams of its wintry rest.

—Percy Bysshe Shelley 

And yet what we may be least aware of is how 
our human spiritual growth mirrors the rhythms 

and cycles of the plant. Both we and the plant 
progress in almost identical ways through the 
metamorphosis process of spring. Rudolf Steiner 
said that “plant life as it sprouts and springs forth 
from the earth, immediately arouses our delight, 
but it also provides access to something which 
we must feel as full of mystery.” So if we observe 
the plant with true engaged interest, we may see 
a lucid picture of our own inner evolution.

To break open the mystery of spring, we begin 
by looking into the preceding winter season to 
observe what happens to the shell of the plant 
seed and potentially to the encasing of the human 
ego. For a deeper, more felt sense of understand-
ing, we can turn to the visual flow-form of the 
lemniscate, which provides us with an image of 
how the plant’s life cycle and our human spiritual 
development parallel one another throughout 
cycles and seasons in the year. 

With the lemniscate, we no longer have merely 
a mental perspective of an onlooker looking at 
something “out there.” Instead, the lemniscate 
creates a knowing from a participatory co-creative 
sensory feeling of our inner growth process. 
Rudolf Steiner situated this process in three major 
phases that occur both in nature and in our own 
inner development—the Preparation, Illumination, 
and Initiation. To better grasp the spiritual signifi-
cance of spring, we focus on the completion of 
the Preparation phase as it then moves into the 
beginning of the Illumination phase. 

First, we notice that during winter, the plant 
sends its roots into the depths of the earth, to find 
water and nutrients. For us, we may go inward to 
renew ourselves so that we are then re-enlivened 
for the activities of spring. Alternatively, we 
may sink further into our egotistical nature, our 
separateness, and our attachment to superficial 
comforts. This impulse is strewn with obstacles 
and pitfalls, as we are then fighting against our 
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own soul’s true striving. Here we face a rigorous 
challenge. 

So what do crucifixion and resurrection, or 
“die and become” mean, and why is this process 
situated in the spring? And how can the life cycle 
of the plant bring us clarity about our own inner 
development? 

Cosmic wisdom teaches that development 
requires a progression of steps. If we don’t take 
the first step, we cannot take the second. There 

is no resurrection without first a crucifixion. There 
is no rebirth, no new initiation, without first dying 
to some older restricting form of the self. 

In terms of our spiritual development, a cru-
cifixion can be seen as the necessary breaking 
apart or dying of our unevolved ego, which is 
continually striving to get what it wants and avoid 
what it doesn’t want. The shells of both the plant’s 
seed and our ego serve to protect on some level. 
But staying in our shell also prevents us from 
evolving. And as living beings, we are meant 
to evolve. That is the design both of nature and 
divine intention. But it is we who must choose our 
spiritual evolution.

A verse in Rudolf Steiner’s Calendar of the Soul 
describes this choice in a poetic manner:

My self is prone to fly away 
Drawn mightily into the cosmic light. 
Now, heart’s divining, lend your strength 
That helps me hold to what is right. 
Transform for me the power of thought 
Which in the sense world’s glory 
Would ever become lost.

Breaking out of our ego shell requires great strides 
on a challenging rocky road. To begin to give up 
our shell, we must be humble, and must choose 

to become aware of our own blindness and lower 
thoughts and emotions. It is a process leading 
away from our dormant ignorance, illusions, and 
insignificant desires to where we can eventually 
say “not I, but the Divine Pure Awakening within 
me.” Dying to the small ego opens the way for our 
internal spring to unfold. When the trials of our 
personal winter give way to the light of spring, 
we can move to cultivating virtues, much as the 
sprouting plant soon produces flowers. Eventually, 
our strongest impulse becomes our intention to 
share, to nourish, to be kind, to love, and to serve. 
This is the initial awakening that the spring impulse 
can stimulate.

But such an inner evolution comes further down 
the road, and is only beginning to be born in this 
preparation stage of spiritual growth. To develop 

 DEEPLY ROOTED IN THESE SPRING 
CELEBRATIONS IS THE PROMISE OF 
LIFE TRIUMPHING OVER DEATH. 
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this, we must first choose to change and to actively 
move out of our inhibiting fears and desires. The 
plant beautifully demonstrates for us what this 
transformational passage looks like. 

In leaving the seed shell behind, the plant 
takes with it a small supply of inner food to begin 
its journey. Soon the melting snow and abundant 

spring rains enable an essential life-supporting 
chemistry to come alive. Assistance then comes 
from last season’s compost, adding rich new 
nourishment into the soil. The plant now begins 
to take in this outer nourishment. With further 
striving and perseverance, the sprout makes its 
way into the airy realms of greater expansion 
and growth. Photosynthesis takes over, chang-
ing the plant’s organism so that it now can take 
in light from the sun. This sunlight promotes the 
growth of new organs that eventually bear fruit 
and nectar to nourish, protect, and heal a greater 
ecology and community—beyond the plant’s own  
needs.

For the human, the resurgence of healthy 
feelings out of the composting of older feeble 
emotions is the equivalent of the soil nourish-
ment for the plant. Our yearning for something 
truer and better begins to awaken an enthusiasm 
for life. We feel an impulse to break free of our 

own restrictions. A new seeing through the eyes 
of the heart lets go of our egoic armor, and we 
become liberated to emerge into the world with 
fuller presence. A growing inner spiritual light 
begins to reveal to us what we truly love. This is 
the knowing of the heart. It is neither something 
we create, nor something we manipulate into 

happening. It is a gift the universe o!ers us as 
grace. Our heart breathes forth impulses that 
open an expansive force to kindle joy and new  
aliveness. 

The warming nourishment of the spring sun that 
is essential for our own metamorphosing journey 
comes when we receive selfless interest and sup-
port from another. This is akin to what the warming 
light of the sun does for the plant. An awakening 
arises from connection to warmth, kindness, and 
love, which in turn enables us to crack open and 
leave our fear behind. 

When the light of another’s recognition shines 
on us, we feel that we “are somebody.” The feeling 
that we matter gives us strength and encourages 
us to live life and to love. We can now develop 
our capacity to also be kind to others. Yet first we 
must feel a spiritual impulse of sacredness within 
our self before we can bring it into the outer world, 
and before we can truly know the sacredness of 

 . . . H U M A N  S P I R I T U A L  G R O W T H  
MIRRORS THE RHYTHMS AND CYCLES 
OF THE PLANT.
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Are you an experienced farmer? 

Trained in or open to biodynamic 
principles? With the vision to 

steward a small-scale dairy/meat 

operation in a community setting? 

Do you have some of these related 
experiences and skills: 

A passion for the Nurturing Arts? 

Practical Arts? Social Arts? 

Community living? 
Waldorf School teaching? 

Foundation in Anthroposophy? 
Building maintenance and care? 
Mechanics and equipment care? 
Home health care? Manual arts? 

A homesteading impulse? 
Spiritual striving? 

Conservation and environmental 

stewardship? 

To start a 

conversation, call 

(603) 547-2547 or 

email service@ 

plowsharefarm.org 

Visit: www.plowsharefarm.org/lilipoh 

32 Whitney Drive 
Greenfield, NH 03047 

(603) 547-2547 
info@plowsharefarm.org 

Are you unsure what’s next in your 
life path but wish to grow through 

service and community living? 

Plowshare Farm is an attempt to be 
responsive to the social, human, 

spiritual and ecological challenges of 
our times. 

 

At Plowshare, people with a wide 
range of capabilities – including 

people with special needs – live and 
work side by side to build a caring, 

inclusive and sustainable community. 

As a lifesharing 
community grounded in 
Anthroposophy, we are 
innovators creating a 
model of social and 
ecological renewal. 

If you’re someone with 
a pioneer spirit, there 
is room here to make a 

real contribution to 
building a sustainable 

community. 
 

We offer a generous support 
package. 

Plowshare Farm is a Camphill 
affiliate, a member of the 
Anthroposophic Council for 

Inclusive Social Development, 
and a 501(c)(3) nonprofit. 

Interested in self-transformation?

Motivated to pursue college-level 

studies in the social therapy field 
(debt-free!) through the 

Camphill Academy? 

Do you wish for an integrated lifestyle for yourself 
(and your family) that values the human being, the earth, the home, 
practical arts, Waldorf education and the insights gained through 
Anthroposophy? Have you considered lifesharing?�

Live Your Ideals in an Inclusive, Sustainable Community



the world. If we don’t feel sacred, we cannot act 
in a sacred manner. 

As Steiner taught, if we are able to look at a 
plant and truly appreciate that plant, we liberate its 
spiritual essence. The same phenomenon occurs 
when we look at another person and truly appre-
ciate them. An open-heart quests to understand, 
to o!er warmth, to include and unite, not to seek 
to exploit others. The spring of the soul is thus 
the blossoming of a selfless love, a love born of 
interest in another. 

If people did not love one another, I really  
don’t see what use there would be in  
having any spring.   
—Victor Hugo 

In summary, when we place mirroring inner and 
outer processes onto the archetypal symbol for 
the eternal flow and rhythm of life, we enter into 
the mystery of the spiritual process of spring. The 
renewed light and warmth flowing into nature is 
universally recognized, yet the deeper mystery of 
the warming and opening of our consciousness 
and heart is something we must actively choose 
to see. This renewing spring light is key to both 
physical incarnation and our spiritual evolution. 
When we open to spring’s metamorphosis process 

and consciously strive to transcend our egotism 
and separation, and to show selfless interest in 
the other, we grow closer to the divine. This is the 
inner transformative process of spring, by which 
we rejuvenate the innate joy of our heart. Here we 
enter a realm where truth, beauty, and goodness 
can flourish. Here, the spring waters of Spirit flow 
forth to regenerate our truest purpose of why we 
are here. Now we come to more deeply appreci-
ate the universally common jubilant reverence 
for spring.

My self is re-arisen
Out of the earthly self
To find, within the powers of time and space, 
Itself a cosmic revelation;
This world everywhere displays
As archetype divine
The truth of my own likeness.
— Calendar of the Soul by Rudolf Steiner 

Tom Altgelt has devoted his life to teaching and speaking about nature and 
spirit. He is a landscape architect and longtime student of anthroposophy, and 
he facilitates study groups in Boulder, Colorado. For more information, contact 
Tom at altgelt@indra.com. 
 Karen Foley is a longtime student of anthroposophy. Karen worked as a 
professional figure skater, preforming artist and choreographer earlier in her life 
before moving into a career in writing, broadcast journalism, and national public 
radio. She continues to be active as a writing consultant, a visual artist, and a 
practitioner of a regenerative health balancing method that incorporates Rudolf 
Steiner’s teachings.

 WHEN THE TRIALS OF OUR PERSONAL 
WINTER GIVE WAY TO THE LIGHT OF 
SPRING, WE CAN MOVE TO CULTIVATING 
VIRTUES, MUCH AS THE SPROUTING 
PLANT SOON PRODUCES FLOWERS.
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